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Inclusive p and n'0 production is studied in vr'p interactions at 10.5 GeU/c. The ~ distribu-
tions are compared to those of 7(' and ~ mesons. An examination of the p-p mass spectrum
confirms the relationship 0 (~ ) = r(p)/2 to an accuracy of 10 k. m multiplicities and correla-
tions are found to depend only weakly on charge multiplicity; for all inelastic collisions
(n 0) =1.50+0.05 and f20 =-0.05+0.06. The 7t', ~, and 7r spectra are found to be similar in
form when compared differentially in terms oi the Feynman x variable. do(7t )/dx is bounded
by the 7(' and ~ cross sections for all values of x.

I. INTRODUCTION

v'p -v'+ anything,

v'p -v + anything,

m'p -y+ anything,

m'p -m'+ anything,

(la)

(lb)

(lc)

(ld)

at an incident momentum of 10.5 GeV/'c. The use
of a hydrogen-neon filled bubble chamber affords
an acceptance of photons converting to electron
pairs with a reasonably good detection efficiency
(20%%uo) for the full 4v solid angle. This provides a
large number of single y's and y-y pairs coming
from x' decays as well as the usual information
about charged tracks available in a bubble chamber.

The data acquisition and reduction for the experi-
ment is described in Sec. II. The y and n'0 inclusive

In contrast to the detailed data which exist for
charged pions, ' experimental information on the
production of neutral pions in hadronic interactions
has accumulated rather slowly. ' The experiments
attempting to study w"s have been hampered vari-
ously by three limitations: (1) reliance upon the
single-particle spectrum of y's, (2) detection of
relatively few pairs of y's from v'-yy, and (3) ac-
ceptance over only a restricted kinematic range.
Not every experiment has all three of these diffi-
culties, but the attempt to overcome some of these
problems tends to cause compromises which usual-
ly introduce the other limitations. This is espec-
ially true for a single experiment trying to compare
the production of all three pion charge states. In
this paper we perform just such a comprehensive
analysis of the inclusive production of w', n', and
n- mesons. The interactions we study are

cross sections and the associated moments of their
multiplicity distributions are presented in Sec. III.
In Sec. IV, y-inclusive spectra are compared with
another experiment at a nearby energy. The pos-
sible sources of y's are considered in Sec. V and
the m' spectra are extracted from the single-y dis-
tributions. In Sec. VI, the spectrum of m"s recon-
structed from cases where both y's are detected
is compared to that derived in Sec. V. Finally,
Sec. VII summarizes the results of comparing the
m', w, and n' spectra.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Event selection

The photographs for this experiment were ob-
tained with a 10.5 GeV/c v' beam incident on a hy-
drogen-neon mixture in the SLAC 82-inch bubble
chamber. The neon content was. 32.2 molar per-
cent, yielding an interaction length of approxi-
mately 400 cm and a radiation length of 125 cm.
The film was scanned for events that could have or-
iginated from collisions on hydrogen. The proper-
ties required for characterizing an interaction as
occurring on hydrogen were as follows: (1) no
more than one proton identifiable from ionization
and range (protons with momenta below 1 GeV/c),
(2) +2 net charge outgoing, (3) for identified pro-
tons, a minimum projected length of 6 mm (pro-
tons with momenta above 160 MeV/c), (4) a proton
angle compatible with the recoiling mass of the
other charged particles. We will call these events
hydrogenlike.

When a hydrogenlike interaction was found, the
frame was scanned for associated neutral second-
ary vertices which were classified as either elec-
tron pairs (zero opening angle or identifiable elec-
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TABLE I. The numbers of events and y's used in this
experiment. The first sample provided the normaliza-
tion base for the other two. When appropriate, the
samples were combined to reduce statistical errors.

Prongs Events Scanned y's Final y's

Cross-section-normalization sample;
charged tracks and y's measured.

2a
4
6
8

all

2162
3433
1403

260
7258

1760
2244

942
166

5112

1084
1444
605
111

3244

Additional sample for inclusive y study
(events with &1 y), beam track and y's measured.

1569
2344

2702
3855

1513
2234

Additional sample for 7)' reconstruction
(events with ~2 y's), beam track and y's measured

2108
2865

5272
6986

2894
4018

~ Inelastic.

tron or positron) or as V"s (nonzero opening angle,
hadron decay or interaction or nonminimum ion-
ization). For the electron pairs the scanners were
able to make a good test of vertex association using
the initial direction of the tracks at the conversion
point. A fiducial limit on the interaction-vertex lo-
cation ensured a minimum downstream-path length
of 60 cm available for y conversion and V' decay.

The event sample consisted of two parts: (l) a
comprehensive scan of 56000 photographs which in-
cluded all 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-prong events meeting
the hydrogenlike requirements, (2) a restricted
scan of 190000 photographs for hydrogenlike 2- and
4-prong events having one or more associated sec-
ondary vertices. The events were measured at
Duke on the semiautomatic measuring machine
RIPPLE, and at SUNY on a Mangiospago measuring
machine. Table I gives a breakdown of the event
samples analyzed. The program TVGP was used to
reconstruct tracks and to determine their momenta.
The final reconstruction efficiencies for charged
tracks were about 90%p for n' and 83/p for protons in
addition to a 15/p overall loss of entire events. The
scanning efficiencies were determined by an inde-
pendent scan of 10%p of the film and showed an ef-
ficiency of 92.7 +1.6% for finding events with a hy-
drogenlike primary vertex; this figure was nearly
independent of the number of prongs.

B. p processing

y's were detected in a particularly clearcut man-
ner in this experiment. A consideration of the con-

version length of the liquid and the bubble cham-
ber's size gives an average detection efficiency of
20/p. The observed sample of y's was a clean one,
and the global visual property of the bubble-cham-
ber technique allowed confirmation that any back-
ground or bias was small. Since the detection and
measurement of photons converting to electron
pairs is the basis of this experiment, we will dis-
cuss our analysis procedure in some detail.

As mentioned earlier, the scanning for the elec-
tron pairs took place after an interaction vertex
was identified; all y's that could be associated with
that beam interaction were then recorded. This
visual association of electron pairs is quite reli-
able because of the small opening angle of the elec-
tron-positron pair, although some ambiguities do
occur for low-energy pairs. Cases of doubtful as-
sociation were included in the scan and mere left to
be resolved on the basis of later measurements.
Partial rescanning determined an average scanning
efficiency of 93.9+ 1.3%p for the converting y's.
This was examined in detail with respect to a num-
ber of different factors. Specifically, no signif-
icant variation could be found as a function of the
following: (l) the number of charged tracks, (2) the
distance from the interaction vertex (up to 90 cm),
(3) the angle of the electron pair with respect to the
beam, and (4) the momentum of the electron pair. '

The treatment of electrons in a heavy liquid re-
quires one consideration not necessary for hadronic
tracks. Since electrons and positrons will undergo
bremsstrahlung, it is desirable to limit the track
length measured to the minimum needed for a good
momentum determination. The optimum measure-
ment length was chosen by combining the usual
TVGP estimates of errors due to point setting er-
ror and multiple scattering with a bremsstrahlung
term calculated using the Behr-Mittner technique. ~

The minimum in the resulting momentum error
function was chosen as the cutoff length. For RIP-
PLE-measured electron pairs, this was done at
reconstruction time in TVGP by truncation of the
measured points. Templates were used as a quide
for the measurements made on the Mangiaspago.

In addition to limiting the track length used for
reconstruction, the momentum of an electron or
positron was increased to account for the unobser-
ved energy loss from radiation. The Behr-Mittner
method estimates a momentum-loss correction by
averaging over the known bremsstrahlung spectrum
which is cut off in a manner dependent on the mini-
mum change in curvature that can be detected in
measurement. This cutoff was determined by cen-
tering the w' peak of the y-y mass distribution on
its proper value; a typical correction to a par-
ticle's momentum was 5%.

After reconstruction of the electron pair, a point-
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ing test was performed by comparing the initial
directions of the positron and of the electron with
the neutral direction defined by the conversion
point and the interaction point. A pointing prob-
ability was computed by comparing the difference
of these two directions with the expected measure-
ment errors. Electron pairs with too small a prob-
ability were rejected; the remaining electrons were
reconstructed as y's by adding the energies of the
two tracks and defining the direction as that of the
two-point neutral direction. The rejection rate in
the pointing test was only 5% of all scanned elec-
tron pairs. After this step, physicists examined
on the scan table a group of electron pairs including
both reconstruction successes and failures as well
as pointing rejects. This study indicated that the
loss of truly associated y's due to either faulty geo-
metric fits of the electron tracks or failures of the
pointing test was 5%. Furthermore, a background
of 1-2%0 of nonassociated y's was observed. These
effects were independent of the momentum of the
converting y.

A possible source of extraneous electron pairs
which still satisfy a pointing cut arises from brem-
sstrahlung photons radiated from truly associated
electron pairs. These bremsstrahlung y's have two
characteristics which can be used for their iso-
lation: (1) an energy lower than the parent elec-
tron, (2) a conversion point confined to a well-de-
fined geometic region downstream of the first pair.
%e developed a technique' in which those y's satis-
fying the pointing test but converting in the region
shadowed by an upstream electron pair were elim-
inated from the event. This approach also elim-
inated some nonbremsstrahlung pairs, but the loss
could be compensated for by increasing the weights
of y's whose lines of flight would have carried them
into the shadow region had they not converted first.
This method avoids the difficulty of distinguishing
between a primary y plus bremsstrahlung and the
case of two az~ularly correlated primary y's. The
systematic rejection and reweighting retains the
proper weighted number of primary y's and multi-y
combinations. The primary-y rejection rate by this
technique is only 4%.

Finally, a geometric acceptance probability was
calculated for each y based on its flight path, its
cross section for conversion, and the fiducial vol-
ume defined for it. This probability is given by

(X /X )(e lglxr e l2lxr)

where

l, = the minimum allowed distance from the vertex,
E, =%he maximum allowed distance from the vertex,
X» =pair-production length,

X,= Compton production length,

Xr = 1/(1/Xpq+ 1/X,).
The maximum length l, was determined by the
chamber limits, or the geometric shadow region of
another electron pair, or a maximum limit imposed
on the separation of the y from the primary vertex
(90 cm for the Duke measurements, 120 cm for the
SUNY measurements). A weight equal to the re
ciprocal of the detection probability was then as-
signed to each y; the average value of this weight
was 5.0.

All the y and m' cross sections presented later
are derived using this weight. In particular we de-
fine the inclusive cross section for y production as
a(y) =Z,o„W,(y). o„ is the appropriate cross sec-
tion weight accounting for all aspects of the event
except the y's. W, (y), the y weight, is the inverse
of the detection probability obtained from the con-
version geometry and processing efficiencies.
Specifying the value of a kinematic variable of the
y's determines a differential cross section. Sim-
ilarly the multi-y cross sections result if W,.(y) is
replaced by the product of the W, (y)'s of the y's in
multi- y combination.

Several cross checks were performed to search
for biases in the final y sample. The first of these
was an examination of the energy partition between
the electron and positron. This distribution is pre-
dicted by electromagnetic theory, and the data re-
produce well the change in shape as a function of
y energy. This makes a particularly good test for
the loss of those pairs with one track of extremely
low energy. %'e saw a loss of 7%0 for very asym-
metric pairs (E, + /F.„&0.10) with y energy below
1 GeV. This loss could come from any of several
sources in the electron-pair processing; scanning,
measurement, reconstruction, and pointing test.
Since corrections are made to the y sample for all
of these reasons and because of the relatively
small energy dependence of the loss, no specific
additional correction was made.

The calculation of the detection probability of a
produced y is straightforward but of crucial impor-
tance to this experiment. A convenient method for
checking this is to make a plot in a variable Q,
(defined below), where the conversion distance dis
tribution is remapped into a probability distribution
that should be uniform from 0 to j.:

Q
—(e ~l~ xr e Ec~ xT)/(e l1~ +T e ~2~+T)

where

l, = the y-conversion distance.

This was done for each of the planes defining the
y fiducial volume and the plane positions were fixed
when a satisfactorily flat distribution was obtained.
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FIG. 1. Probability distribution of the y-conversion
point. As a function of q& (see text for definition),
this should be constant if y-detection biases are absent.

V
O

Close electron pairs, which might be lost among
the primary vertex tracks, and pairs converting
far away are two especially sensitive cases that
can be examined in this manner, with consequent
adjustment of the plane positions. Note that this
represents a final check on the entire process.
Figure 1 gives the Q, distribution for all y's and
shows that the geometric cuts are made correctly.

The y distribution should also be uniform vrith
respect to azimuthal angle (about the beam direc-
tion), but the measured sample shows, not sur-
prisingly, some losses of y's near the camera op-
tical axis. These occur almost entirely for y's
with angles greater than 60' with respect to the
beam direction [see Fig. 2(b)]. The Q, distribution
for this category of y's is shown in Figure 2(a) and
reveals losses near the limits of the fiducial vol-
ume; i.e. , electron pairs converting near the edges
of the chamber simply do not have enough projected
track length for reconstruction. This represented
a 9% correction for p's with production angles
greater than 60' (a 2% correction for the total sam-
ple).

C. Cross sections and neon contamination

The cross-section calculation was carried out
using the known parameters of the target liquid,
the scanned number of incident-beam tracks, and
the number of events found. After identification of
elastic events and corrections for the scanning los-
ses, the overall result was 35% above the literature
value of the m'p inelastic cross section. ' Since the

0
I I

I80 560

FIG. 2. Properties of y's detected at an angle g & 60
with respect tq the beam: (a) Probability distribution
of the y-conversion point showing losses at large q&,
(b) Azimuthal angle (about beam direction) distribution
of y's showing the loss of y's produced nearly parallel
to the optical axes (up-down) of the cameras.

estimated errors are only 2.3% statistical and 6.4'
systematic, the excess events are interpreted as
m'-neon interactions. We note that most m'-neon
interactions are readily distinguishable from m-
proton interactions at the scan table by virtue of
the proton count, excess positive charge, or odd
multiplicity. However, a fraction of the m'-neon
events must arise from collisions with a peripheral
nucleon, which apart from some initial Fermi mo-
mentum tends to act independently from the rest
of the nucleus during the collision. Separate stu-
dies of m'-neon collisions have convinced us that
the inclusive single-particle spectra produced in
these peripheral collisions (with & l identified pro-
ton) do not differ significantly from those produced
in m'-proton collisions. ' Therefore the excess
events affect only the normalization, and do not
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FIG. 3. Invariant differential cross section, divided by 0 & for ~ production as a function of (a) x and (b)
p z4 in 10.5-Ge7/c m'p interactions. The solid points are from the 18.5 GeV/e Tr'p data of Ref. 9.

seriously distort the w-proton inclusive distri-
butions.

Another method of verifying that our hydrogenlike
events have little bias is to directly compare the m

spectra we obtained with those obtained for a pure
hydrogen target at a nearby energy. Figure 3 uses
two standard cross sections' to display the agree-
ment of our data with v'p -v data at 18.5 GeV/c. '
The plot given in Fig. 4 shows that the distribution
in (I/or)E'~der/dP for v- also agrees well in the
target-fragmentation region, where neon contam-
ination would be expected to appear most strongly.

Our procedure, then, has been to consider the
hydrogenlike events to be equivalent to m'p inter-
actions. Cross-section weights were assigned to
each event in order to renormalize to the literature
values of topological cross sections. All our re-
sults have this normalization included.

III. THE n MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTION

In this section we present the general ~ multi-
plicity characteristics that can be derived under

the assumption that all y's come from ~' decays,
i.e., o(v') =-, o(y). A previous study" using a sub-
sample of the present data investigated (n, ), the
average number of m"s observed per event, and

a(no), the cross section for interactions producing
n,v"s. (n,) was found to be approximately inde-
pendent of event charge multiplicity, in contrast
to the strong positive correlation observed at high-
er energies. For all inelastic interactions o(n, )
was determined to be slightly narrower than a
Poisson distribution, and its shape was found to be
nearly independent of event charge multiplicity.

Present analysis of the total data sample con-
firms these previously identified features. The re-
sults are summarized in Table II which lists (no)
and f,"as a function of the charge multiplicity.
The second Mueller multiplicity moment f~2
=—(n, (n, - I)) —(n,)' measures the width of the o(n, )
distribution. The observed average f20O = -0.05
&.06 (Ref. 11) indicates a siightly narrower dis-
tribution than the Poisson shape predicted by inde-
pendent particle production. Averaging over all
inelastic collisions, we find (n,) = 1.50 s 0.05.
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FIG. 4. Energy-weighted laboratory longitudinal-
momentum distribution, divided by 0 &, for 7t produc-
tion in ~'p interactions at 10.5 Gev/e. The solid points
are from the 18.5 GeV/c 7)'p data of Ref. 9.

IV. INCLUSIVE y DISTRIBUTIONS

A total of 7000 y's with complete vector-momen-
tum information are available from our data. In
this section we present results based on inclusive
studies of these y's. The sample is fully corrected
and weighted to account for the various losses and
geometric cuts discussed in Sec. IIB.

For the purpose of comparing m' production to
that of 7t' and 7t, we have generated a large sam-
ple of pseudo-y's using Monte Carlo techniques in

which 12000 ~' mesons and 4500 7t mesons under-
go a simulated isotropic decay into two y's. Sta-
tistical fluctuations in this process were mini-
mized by simulating several decays for each
charged meson. For consistent comparison to y's
from r"s, these are presented with normalization
such that the number of pseudo-y's, y, and y, is
twice the number of source ~' and 71' . A compari-
son of the y, and y distribution to those of real y's
allows us to study differences between the ~', ~,
and m' spectra with higher statistics than would
otherwise be possible. The assumption that all y's
come from ~ decays is discussed in Sec. V.

The distribution in the laboratory momentum of
the y's is presented in Fig. 5 and shows a drop of
more than three orders of magnitude over the full
laboratory momentum range. In Fig. 6, the p~'
distribution of the y's is compared to the y spec-
trum generated from the simulated r -y y decay.
To emphasize the excellent agreement, we have
normalized the integrated y cross section to that
of the real y's (in Fig. 6 only). The detailed agree-
ment between the y and y spectra shows the strong
similarity between the shapes of the p~' distri-
butions for ~' and m production. The quantity
F,(Pr') is shown in Fig. 7 and agrees well with the
results of the Notre Dame (N.D.) v'p -y experi-
ment at 18.5 GeV/c. " Although F,(pr') is a scaling
function, there is evidence from bubble-chamber
data in both pp and wp interactions that it does not
scale between 10 and 200 GeV/c. ""

The other integrated Feynman scaling function
F,(x) is given in Fig. 8. The agreement with the¹D.data is again quite reasonable. The Fermi-
lab data at 200 GeV/c is not precise enough for a
meaningful detailed comparison, however, there
is certainly growth in F,(x) taking place in the in-
terval from 10 to 200 GeV/c. "'4 If we choose as
our variable the center-of-mass rapidity, y
=-,' ln[(E+ P„)/(E -P„)], we also see the trend re-
flected in the height of the distribution (I/o„„)do/

TABLE II. Topological and inclusive y and 7r cross sections, multiplicities, and moments.
The hydrogenlike cross sections are our measured values. O„and a~0 are calculated after
renormalizing our data sample to the 7t'p cross sections in the literature. The errors listed
for O.„and a~0 do not include the uncertainty of the topological cross section.

Prongs
Hydrogenlike

0 (mb) r (mb) 0,0 (mb) &no) f00

2b

4
6
8

all ~

8.2+ 0.2
12.1 + 0.3
5.3 + 0.3
1.3+ 0.2

26.9+ 0.6

5.5+ 0.3
10.0+ 0.4
3.9+ 0.2
0.6 + 0.1

20.0 + 0.3

19.0+ 0.7
27.9 + 0.9
11.0+ 0.6
1.8+ 0.2

59.7+ 1.3

9.5 ~ 0.4
14.0 + 0.5
5.6+ 0.3
0.9+ 0.1

30.1 + 0.6

1.73 + 0.06
1.39 + 0.04
1.41 + 0.07
1.46 + 0.18
1.50 ~ 0.05

-0.31 + 0.19
0.10 k 0.14
0.08+ 0.28

-0.15 + 1.24
-0.05 + 0.06

6.4% systematic uncertainty not included in errors.
b Inelastic.
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I IG. 5. Laboratory-momentum distribution of y's
produced in l0.5-aeV/c r'p interactions. This and all
other y distributions are fully weighted as described in
the text.

dy ~,., Although we already see Ck/dy beginning
to flatten at y= 0 in our data (Fig. 9), in both vP
and pp interactions a rise of -80-40% in(1/k„„}dk/
dy ~„.0 occurs from 10 GeV/c through Fermilab and
CERN ISB energies. "" %e conclude that although
the main features of the higher-energy experi-
ments are already evident in our data at 10.5 GeV/
c, detailed scaling in the kinematic variables has
not yet been attained.

It is worth noting a few points about the y, and y
distributions in the figures just discussed. They
bracket the actual y data quite nicely over the en-
tire variable range in both E,(x) [Fig. 8(b)] and

E,(Pr') [Fig. 7(b)] and are not grossly different in
shape over a given region. In particular, E,(x)
for y, shows that any leading-particle effect is
considerably obscured in viewing only the y dis-
tributions; this is considered later in the deriv-
ation of the m~ spectra.

Our data also show that the E,(x) distribution of
the y's peaks more sharply about += 0 in events of
higher charged multiplicity just as it does for ~'
and v .' Also, a simple factorization of f(x, pr')
=g(x)h(Pr') fails. This can be seen by plotting
E,(x) for y's in selected intervals of pr (Fig. 10).
The data for Pr &0.100 GeV/c exhibit a peaking
near x= 0 that is absent in the rest of the data.

0.1 i

.1 .2,3 .4 .5

p' (GeV/c)'

F&Q. 6. Transverse-momentum-squared distribution
of y's in 10.5-QeT/g r'p interactions. The dashed
curve represents a Monte Carlo calculation using in-
clusive x production properties in a simulated
decay and is normalized to give the y inclusive cross
section.

This effect has also been noted in m p -y at 40
GeV/c. "

V. SQtJRCES OF y'S AND INCLUSIVE w SPECTRA

A. Sources of y's

Before discussing measurements of the & spec-
tra, we want to deal with potential sources of y's.
Besides the dominant ~ decays, there are also g'
and Z' decays. Another possible source to be con-
sidered is the direct production of y's in some type
of bremsstrahluag process occuring when hadrons
are created in the primary interaction. " Then
too, the production of a new unknown particle with
a substantial, decay mode involving y's would be an
interesting possibility. The most direct and com-
prehensive approach to this question is the exam-
ination of the y-y mass spectrum for the 7r signal.
Our use of a hydrogen-neon bubble chamber with
a radiation length of 125 cm gives us multi-y sen-
sitivity over the full angular and kinematic range
as well as maintaining acceptable momentum re-
solutions (nE/E for electrons is typically 8%).
Previous experiments'"" in hydrogen bubble
chambers have found results varying from a ~' sig-
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FIG. 7. Invariant differential cross section, normalized by 0. z, as a function of transverse-momentum
squared for y production in 10.5-GeV/c x'p interactions: (a) compared to the results of the 18.5-GeV/c
x'p experiment of Ref. 12, (b) compared with the results of Monte Carlo-simulated x decay using the pro-
perties of inclusive g' (dashed curve) and x (dot-dashed curve) production. Refer to text for relative normalization.

nal which accounts for all y's to a y excess of
-20%. The significance of these results is limited,
however, by the modest number of detected y-y
pairs.

In the two- and four-prong categories we have
measured 5450 y-y combinations; do/dm„„ is shown
in Fig. 11. The smooth curve is a background es-
timate generated from combinations of independent
y's (taken from different events) and normalized to
the data over the region m»& 0.200 GeV/c'. To
extract a(v ), the inclusive cross section for v

production, we sum do/dm» above background
over the mass region 0.080 to 0.200 GeV/c'. After
a 5% correction for systematic losses, we com-
pare this to o(y), the inclusive y cross section, in
two- and four-prong events (see Table II):

—,'o(y) =23.5 +0.6 mb

o(v')=21.5+2.3 mb.

Thus in a comprehensive examination of all y-y
pairs, the wo signal is sufficient to account for
(92+ 9)% of all produced y's. v' differential cross
sections and o(v') resulting from a more detailed
study of y-y pairs are presented in Sec. VI.

In hope of directly observing another y source,
the m„„spectrum was examined in a similar fash-
ion in the region of the q', but no clear signal could
be discerned. Using the few events above the es-
timated background and 0.38 for the fraction of g'
decays into yy, we calculated a total g' inclusive
cross section o(q') = (0.9 +0.9) mb in 2- and 4-prong
events. This is in contrast to the go/w' production
ratios of 0.5 reported by experiments at high en-
ergies and large p~."

The measured ratio of n~, /n„& 0.01 implies that,
even if all Ao's came from ~o- Aoy, the &o is
negligible y source. "

B. Derivation of m spectra from y spectra

From the size of the observed w' signal in the y-y
mode and from the lack of other positive sources
of y's, we conclude that to -10% accuracy all y's
come from ~"s. Having found r' production to be
the only significant source of y's, we can try to ex-
tract some of its properties from the y distri-
butions. Beginning with a paper by Sternheimer,
various prescriptions~ have been given for obtain-
ing information about z production by observing
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only a single y at a time. The basic result we will
use is

—(y) = (m'+v') '~' —(»')dv, q&0 (5a)
e~&g4e

q nP/&q d(T
(m2+ v2) ~&2 —(»o)dv q(0

Nfl

(5b)

where q = the projection of the y's momentum on
some axis, e = the projection of the m"s momentum
on the same axis, and m =mass of the &'. This is

just the familiar result that the momentum spec-
trum of y's coming from an isotropic two-y decay
is composed of the sum of rectangular distri-
butions. Equation (5) implies that the» distri-
bution can be derived by using the local derivatives
of the y spectrum. Since statistical fluctuations
in the data are unrealistically magnified in taking
derivatives of distributions, we.prefer to use directly
the integrated version given in Eq. (5). Choosing the
axis parallel to the beam in the center-of-mass, we
assume the following'arbitrary but very general form
for (do/C«)(»0):

~ (» )=f(x) = [2 + B(»-»0}+C(x- »0)']exp[-D(» —x ) -E(» —«,)']; »~ »,
do'

= [&+F(», «)+ G(«, —«)'] exP[ @(», «) f(», «)'];

(6a)

(6b)

For a given choice of the parameters (A, 8, . . ., I,
x,), we use Eq. (5) to calculate the distribution
(do/d«)(y). The best values for the parameters are
then found by a X' fit to the experimental (do/d»)(y)
distribution. The y' is defined as

O'm ~~ -O~ &~

g [no (»,)]

where

o ~(»,)=the cross section for an interval of x,

no (x,)=the error in o (x,).
The subscript m refers to the measured distri-
bution, and p refers to that predicted from Eq. (5}.
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of Monte Carlo-simulated x decays using the pro-
perties of inclusve x' (x ) production.

FIG. 10. The invariant differential cross section,
normalized by o z, as a function of x for y production
in x'p interactions at 10.5 GeV/c. The data is plotted
separately for five intervals of transverse momentum.

This procedure has the advantage of doing a global
fit using the entire y spectrum and requiring con-
tinuity of (do/dx)(v'). If one merely fits a smooth
function to the y spectrum and attempts to differen-
tiate this curve to get the 7t distribution, difficul-
ties arise. First, the differentiation technique
cannot easily use the y's in the interval —2(-mz)
—q ——,

'
(m~), since &"s in both hemispheres con-

tribute to this region. Second, if the two hemis-
pheres of (do/dx)(y) are fitted separately, then the
point x=0 is not well constrained and there may be
incompatibilities in attempting to join the two hem-
ispheres.

We have tested the validity of our procedure by
using the pseudo-y distributions generated from
the 7t'+ and ~" spectra. The pseudo-y spectra were
binned analogously to the real y's. A fit ' of f(x)
given in Eq. (5) to the pseudo-y data gave an excel-
lent reproduction of the real tt and v do/dx dis-
tributions with y probabilities of about 70% for
both the m' and the w . Furthermore, Fig. 12
shows that the chosen function is easily flexible
enough to assume the rather different shapes of
the m' and r distributions. The actual m form is
not likely to be more extreme than these two ex-

amples (in fact, it appears intermediate), and the
v' fit uses a comparable number of y's (v'=7000,
v'=24000, v =9000). The do/dx distribution for
n"s fits with a 20% y' probability and is compared
to the m' and m data in Fig. 13.~'

Several interesting features of pion production
are evident from the distributions shown in Fig.
13. The do/dx spectrum of the v' falls between
those of the m' and m for all x. In the projectile-
fragmentation region, the ratio of m to n is a lit-
tle more than 2: I which is characteristic of the
diffractive dissociation ~-3&. In the target-frag-
mentation region the ratio is on the order of 3:1
(with large errors) and is consistent with the dif-
fraction dissociation of the proton. In the region
near x=0, the 7t' shows a much greater relative
increase than does the ~' or m; this puzzling as-
pect of central pion production is not explicable in
terms of either fragmentation or pionization mo-
dels. We note, however, that the existence of any
appreciable non-~' source of central y's would sig-
nificantly modify this last observation.

To convert the do/dx distribution of the v"s to
F,( ), wxe have to weight it by the average value of
(I/or)2Et'/vvS at the given x. To do this, we av-
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erage the v' and v values (identical to -5/0) and ob-
tain the F,(x) for v"s shown in Fig. 14." We do

this for the convenience of comparison in a more
widely used form although no features appear that
were not evident in do/dx. A similar procedure re-
constructs the rapidity distribution shown in Fig.
15.

do/dx was also determined separately for v"s in
two- and four-prong events. The result is pre-
sented in Fig. 16 and exhibits an interesting point.
The do/dx distributions are very similar except in

the forward region, x&0.5, where the dominant
contribution is from two-prong events.

Transverse momenta projected on a fixed axis
can be derived in a similar manner using Eq. (5),
as can p~ itself using a more complicated double
integral technique. Attempts at this derivation did
not seem able to improve on the results exhibited
in Fig. 6, where the pseudo- y's from simulated m'

decay are seen to give an excellent description of
the P~' spectrum of real y's. The m can then be
accepted as a good representation of the P~' dis-
tribution of the 7t"s.

VI. mo RECONSTRUCTION FROM y-y PAIRS

In this section we present a measurement of in-
clusive m production obtained directly from cases
in which both y's of a m' decay are detected. This
measurement of the 7t' spectra, is essentially inde-
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FIG. 12. The distribution der/dg for (a} x and (b} ~' in 10.5-GeV/g 7r p interactions. The histogram
represents the measured data. The dot-dashed curve is the result obtained by applying the method of Sec. V 8
to the do/dx distribution of pseudo-y's generated from the charged ~'s via a Monte Carlo-simulated decay.
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pendent of the derivation presented in Sec. V. The
two-y method is a statistically less accurate but

more direct measurement of the m' spectrum and

provides a good cross check on the inclusive y
method. We will first discuss the method used to
select the x -yy decays and then present the total
and differential n' inclusive cross sections. Only
two- and four-prong events are used in this anal-
ysis.

Bremsstrahlung introduces asymetrical errors
in the measured momenta and angles of the conver-
sion electrons. In considering a pair of y's, the
importance of this effect depends in a complicated
way upon the energy and/or mass of the y-y pair.
To be able to study the size of this effect simply,
we have adopted a ~'-yy selection procedure using
the TVGP derived kinematic quantities, rather than

performing a m'lit in SQUAW. The details of the
method and treatment of bremsstrahlung follow.

As shown in Fig. 11, there is a rather large
background under the m'- yy mass peak which
comes from random y-y combinations (solid
curve). We have used considerable care in extrac-
ting the n' candidates from this plot and correcting
them for background effects. This was necessary
since both the measurement width of the m' peak
and the background level depend on the y-y pair en-

ergy. Therefore a simple y-y invariant mass cut

I I I I

100.0

10.5 G etc
2+4 prongs

would lead to a biased m' spectrum. The s yy
candidates were selected by demanding that the y-y
invariant mass was both within 60 MeV/c' and 2.2
measurement standard deviations of the m' mass.
This corresponds to about a 3% probability cut for
a Gaussian distribution but represents closer to a
15%v' loss when the effects of electron br emsstr ah-

lung are taken into account. This loss of n"s from
the y-y pair candidates was studied as a function of
m' energy using a Monte Carlo simulation which in-
cluded both the bremsstrahlung energy loss of the
electrons coming from the decay y's and our elec-
tron measurement errors. We also calculated the
number of background y-y pairs falling within ~both

the mass cut and the probability cut. The back-
ground y-y mass distribution was obtained by

drawing a smooth curve through the experimental
y-y mass distribution outside the m peak. This
was done for each of five different y-y energy ran-
ges and supplied as input to the Mone-Carlo pro-
cedure that was used to estimate the m' acceptance.
The rejection of background within the +60 MeV/c'
mass cut varied from 70/0 at low y-y energies to
50/0 at high energies; the remaining background is
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FIG. 17. The laboratory-momentum distribution of
v 's produced in two- and four-prong ~'p interactions
at 10.5 Ge7/I'c.
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FIG. 18. The distribution fthm/ffx for x production in
two- and four-prong m'p interactions at 10.5 Ge7/c.
The solid curve represents the results obtained from
the y inclusive distribution using the method of Sec.
V 8, while the starred points are from the reconstruc-
tion of n 's from a pair of y's. ]3oth are normalized
to the inclusive y results.
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represented by an equivalent number of y-y pairs
from mass bins adjacent to the n'-mass cut. By
subtracting these y-y pairs from the selected m'

candidates we can calculate the true w' spectrum in

any kinematic variable.
Using this procedure, we obtain a cross section

for inclusive xo production o(v'), of 20+3 mb. As
discussed in Sec. V, if all decay y's come from m

decays, then the m' inclusive correction is given by

o(y)/2 which is 23.5+0.6 mb. This is 18% higher
than the directly measured value of o(w') but agrees
within errors. Figure 17 shows the spectrum of
the laboratory momentum of the n'. In Fig. 18, we

make a differential comparison of do/dx (x') ob-
tained directly from the y-y pairs to that obtained
from the inclusive y spectrum (a,s mentioned
above, for two and four prongs only). We have nor-
malized both cross sections to 23.5 mb for a better
differential comparison. The agreement as a func-
tion of x is good except perhaps near x = 0, where
the data allows the possibility of an additional
source of y's. We have already noted" the pro-
blems encountered with an excess y's near x=0 in
obtaining the m' distribution from the y inclusive
spectrum. These difficulties, along with the pres-
ent results, make the assumption that all y's come
from w' decays less certain near x= 0.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this experiment has been to measure
the properties of y's and w"s produced in m'p col-
lisions at 10.5 GeV/c and to compare their proper-
ties to those of the charged n''s. In the course of
this study, we have determined (ng =1.50 + 0.05 and

have found (n,) to be nearly independent of charge
multiplicity. As measured by f,", the distributions
are only slightly narrower than a Poisson distri-
bution (f,"=—0.05+0.06). Again, these properties
do not depend strongly on the charge multiplicity.

The y spectra agree well with other data in the
same energy region, but a 30-40 /o deviation from
scaling is seen when I', (x =0) or (1/o„„)do/dy ~, ,

are compared to higher-energy data. When E,(x) is
plotted for several restricted P~ regions, the fac-
torization of the invariant cross section into inde-
pendent functions of P ~' and x is found to fail.
Pseudo-y's generated from m 's via a Monte-Carlo
procedure indicate that the P~' distributions of n'

and m' are nearly identical.
We find that, within an uncertainty of 10', all of

the observed y's come from the decay m'- yy.
(do/dx)(x') has been extracted from the y distri

bntion. Over the entire x interval we find that (do/
dx)(x ) & (do/dx)(x') & (do/dx)(v'). Further, the fol-
lowing is found: (1) The v' production rate ap-
proaches that of the v' in the target region; (2) at
x=0 the m', m', and n cross sections have not
reached the asymptotic equality predicted by Muel-
ler-Regge theory" although the m' value favors that
of the v', (3) in the projectile region, the x' follows
the nonleading m except for a small w' enhancement
in 2-prong events.

An independent determination of (do/dx)(x') has
been made from detected y-y pairs. Good agree-
ment between this measurement and that derived
from the single-y data is found over the entire
range of Feynman x. This constitutes a differential
confirmation of n"s as the overwhelming y source.

In summary, the m', m', and m spectra are found

to be approximately similar in form, the m' value
being bounded by the m' and m values over the en-
tire kinematic interval. Differences in the magni-
tude of the distributions exist as do local variations
in the shapes. Further detailed experiments at
higher energies would be interesting in order to
study the continued existence and energy dependent
nature of these differences.
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